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CYBEX GOLD

CYBEX has received more than 250 awards  
for design, safety & innovation.

Visit our website at www.cybex-online.com for more information.
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(very good)
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16 child car seats tested
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CYBEX
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Base M i-Size
i-Size
45-87cm

good (1.6)
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Design, Safety and Functionality (our D.S.F. In-
novation Principle) are always at the core of 
every CYBEX product. The 2018 CYBEX Gold 
collection lives up to these principles by deliv-
ering a broader product portfolio and also a 
new pro duct category that is focused on par-
ents’ homes. CYBEX products are based on 
exceptional design, award-winning safety and 
innovation, along with tried and tested CYBEX 
functionality.

Our products regularly undergo a series of 
strict safety and quality tests, both internally 
and with third parties, to ensure that they are 
safe and easy to use. Continuous research and 
advancements bring all of our CYBEX infant 
car seats and car seats to the latest state-of-
the-art. We strive for maximum comfort and 
convenience for you and your child.

What’s more, our products are tested by the 
most critical judges: parents. They are the ones 
who put our products through their paces on a 
day-to-day basis. Only products that receive 
their approval  become part of our collection.

DESIGN, 
SAFETY AND 

FUNCTIONALITY

CYBEX GOLD
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Safety, functionality and design are at the core 
of our innovations at CYBEX. But there’s more: to 
get ready for baby, an infant car seat and stroller 
are essentials from day one and go wherever 
you go during the first years of your child’s life. 
With this in mind, we developed the CYBEX Gold 
Modular System: an efficient product package, 
which work together to offer parents maximised 
flexibility. Infant car seats help you stay mobile 
by car. Don’t wake a sleeping baby: simply click 
your infant car seat onto the Balios S or any of our 

CYBEX M-Line strollers. What’s more, the Aton M 
and Aton M i-Size share the Base M with the Sirona 
M2 i-Size car seat. Once your baby outgrows the 
infant car seat, it’s an efficient transition: the seat 
changes, the Base M stays. The Sirona M2 i-Size 
clicks into the base and your child travels safely 
rearward-facing up to 105 cm (approx. 4 years). 
The same smooth transition applies to our 
CYBEX Gold travel systems: simply exchange 
the infant‘s carry cot with the seat unit as your 
baby gets older.

CYBEX GOLD MODULAR SYSTEM

CYBEX GOLD 
MODULAR SYSTEM

FRAME 
BALIOS S

COT S &  
COMFORT SEAT

ADAC Online 10/2017
16 child car seats tested

Test

CYBEX
Aton M i-Size & 
Base M i-Size
i-Size
45-87cm

good (1.6)



WHY 
CYBEX MODULAR 

SYSTEM ?

 / ONE BASE FOR TWO CAR SEATS

 / ONE SOLUTION FROM BIRTH  
UP TO 4 YEARS (105 CM)

 / EASY HANDLING

 / ONE-CLICK INSTALLATION

 / INSTALLATION INDICATORS TO PREVENT MISUSE

 / TRAVEL SYSTEM FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT

 / AVAILABLE AS COMPLETE i-SIZE SYSTEM
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The Base M is compatible with the Aton M (p. 85), Aton M i-Size (p. 84) and Sirona M2 i-Size (p. 99). 
Due to the individual adjustable ISOFIX connectors as well as the height- adjustable load leg, the 
car seats gain extra stability and safety on the Base M. The one-click installation offers a safe and 
simple installation that requires no further fastening. Installation indicators also help to prevent  
potential misuse.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE  
LOAD LEG

Enhanced stability

BASE M

ONE- CLICK  
INSTALLATION WITH ISOFIX

Increased safety and simple installation

INSTALLATION INDICATORS

Prevent potential misuse

ISOFIX

Extra stability and safety

CYBEX GOLD MODULAR SYSTEM

CYBEX GOLD COT CYBEX GOLD INFANT CAR SEAT CYBEX GOLD COMFORT SEAT

Convenient and stylish to suit the everyday needs of modern parents, CYBEX Gold strollers are 
uniquely designed and include elements to ensure maximised comfort and a great design for 
navigating the city streets. The CYBEX strollers Balios S and CYBEX M-Line Strollers are equipped with 
a 3-in-1 frame, meaning that you can swap the stroller seats for the Cot M (only in combination with 
CYBEX M-Line Strollers) or the Cot S (only in combination with Balios S) as well as a CYBEX infant car  
seat (both components are optional available) to build your ideal travel system.

CYBEX 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM



BALIOS M

STROLLER 
& BUGGIES





BALIOS S



Larger than ever, our product portfolio for 2018  
includes the new S-Line Design. It stands out 
with high quality materials, reduced shapes 
and an iconic appearance. Whether light and 
ultra-compact or comfortable and sturdy, 
our range of strollers is versatile in style and  
offering. The result is a family of strollers to suit 
every taste and need and that perfectly adapts 

to the lifestyle of urban parents. With practical 
functions such as the one-hand folding mecha-
nism, compact sizes and high manoeuvrability, 
CYBEX strollers have been ideal companions on 
city streets for many years. Add on a matching 
 carry cot or a popular CYBEX or gb infant car 
seat, and you have a practical 3-in-1 system to 
meet all your needs.

STROLLERS
Individualised Versatility

14 COT S

16 BALIOS S

20 COT M

22 BALIOS M

25 IRIS M-AIR

30 AGIS M-AIR 3

31 AGIS M-AIR 4

34 OVERVIEW
 STROLLERS

54 ACCESSORIES



COT S ON BALIOS S

NEW
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CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

COT S

Throughout baby’s first months, a carry cot is the perfect bed on the go. The canopy with extra 
sun visor offers sun and wind protection with UPF50+ for your little one. The carry handle of 
the Cot S is placed along the sun canopy for easy carrying and attaching to a stroller base. 
Equipped with a memory foam mattress that supports the correct lying position of the little 
one, our biggest CYBEX Gold Cot is not only super-spacious (inner dimensions: L77 x W32 x 
H21 cm) but also offers a comfortable, sheltered place for your infant. The Cot S clicks onto 
the Balios S and, together with one of the renowned CYBEX and gb infant car seats, it’s easy 
to create a 3-in-1 travel system to take your baby from the car into the city in stylish comfort.

COT S
From birth –  9 kg (approx. 6 months)

LAVASTONE BLACK
518001139

REBEL RED
518001141

PASSION PINK
518001147

DENIM BLUE
518001143

MANHATTAN GREY
518001145



16BALIOS S

NEW
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BALIOS S

Convenience for you, comfort for your baby. Add a renowned  CYBEX 
or gb infant car seat and the spacious Cot S Carry Cot to the  Balios S  
to create your 3-in-1 travel system that takes you through the city 
streets and across the country. Smooth rides are guaranteed 
 wherever your walk takes you: the suspension on the big All Terrain  
Wheels ensures a smooth and agile ride on cobblestones, pavement 
or out in the country. Functions like the reversible seat unit, memory 
buttons or the one-hand fold mechanism and the full lie-flat position 
of the backrest make the Balios S your perfect companion.

BALIOS S
From birth – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

LAVASTONE BLACK
518001039

REBEL RED
518001041

PASSION PINK
518001047

DENIM BLUE
518001043

MANHATTAN GREY
518001045

ALL TERRAIN WHEELS
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BALIOS S

18

CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

CYBEX 
3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

The Balios S stroller frame can be used as a 3-in-1 travel system. Simply attach the matching Cot S, the 
matching seat unit, or one of the renowned CYBEX and gb infant car seats.

Cot S Car Seat Stroller

WHY 

BALIOS S ?

ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM

When the Balios S is not in use, it can be easily folded with 
the one-hand folding mechanism for self-standing stor-
age, even with the parent-facing seat unit.

BIG ALL TERRAIN WHEELS 
WITH SMOOTH SUSPENSION 

Ensure a smooth ride for parent and 
child. From bumpy cobbles to off-
road walks, enjoy smooth mobility 
wherever you are.
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ONE-HAND RECLINING 
MECHANISM

Reversible seat unit: choose a parent-facing or  
forward-facing stroller set-up. Reversing the seat 
unit is quick and easy thanks to memory buttons.

Three backrest positions including a full lie-flat 
position make the Balios S suitable from birth. 

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT WITH 
MEMORY BUTTONS

FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 54)

COT S
(p. 14)

XXL SUN CANOPY

Four positions offer comfortable steering for 
parents of any height.

Offers shade and protects from wind with UPF50+ 
sun protection and extendable visor. 

TELESCOPIC ADJUSTABLE 
HANDLEBAR



COT M ON BALIOS M



CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

21

The CYBEX Cot M carry cot is lightweight without compromising on comfort and 
space (L89 x W40 x H60 cm). A comfortable wide mattress ensures an ergonomically 
correct lying position. The XXL sun canopy with integrated visor and UPF50+ not only protects 
baby against sun but also against wind. The Cot M fits all CYBEX M-Line strollers using the 
additional adapters (adapters included in package).

COT M
From birth – 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

COT M

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000615

REBEL RED
518000617

PASSION PINK
518000621

DENIM BLUE
518000619

MANHATTAN GREY
517000517



BALIOS M
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BALIOS M

BALIOS M
From birth (with carry cot) – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

The CYBEX Balios M combines comfort and elegance on four  
robust and durable wheels, meaning it has no problem master-
ing cobbled streets and kerbs. The reversible seat unit can be re-
clined to a comfortable lying position that is either forward-facing 
or parent-facing, and you only need one hand to operate most of 
its functions. These details, among other ingenious design char-
acteristics, make the Balios M the perfect city stroller.

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

ALL TERRAIN WHEELS

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000519

REBEL RED
518000521

PASSION PINK
518000525

DENIM BLUE
518000523

MANHATTAN GREY
517000421
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IRIS M-AIR

The CYBEX Iris M-Air is the perfect choice for parents looking for 
a light and flexible city stroller that doesn’t make compromises on 
comfort. The cushioned seat can be used forward-facing or parent- 
facing. Using one hand, the backrest can be adjusted into three  
positions, including a comfortable near-flat position.

IRIS M-AIR
From birth (with carry cot) – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

CIT Y LIGHT WHEELS

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000567

REBEL RED
518000569

PASSION PINK
518000573

DENIM BLUE
518000571

MANHATTAN GREY
517000445
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BALIOS M & IRIS M-AIR

CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

CYBEX M-LINE 
3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Convenient and stylish to suit the everyday needs of modern parents, these strollers are uniquely  designed 
and include elements to ensure excellent comfort. Both the Iris M-Air and the Balios M are equipped with 
3-in-1 frames, meaning that you can swap the stroller seat for a carry cot or a CYBEX or gb infant car seat 
(both components are optional additions) to build your ideal travel system. Simply  attach each travel com-
ponent onto the frame using the available adapters and both strollers can be converted with ease to offer 
maximised comfort and great design for navigating the city streets.

Cot M Car Seat Stroller

Both strollers offer the same user-friendly func-
tions and comfort; the main difference between 
them is the wheels. The Iris M-Air has City Light 
Wheels that are light and manoeuvrable, smooth 
to handle on flat pavements and city streets. 
The city tyres are puncture-proof with a narrow 
tread to make moving around the city easy. The 
Balios M, with its large All Terrain Wheels, also 
has puncture-proof tyres that are best suited to 
navigating more bumpy terrain.

THE WHEELS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

WHY 

BALIOS M & IRIS M-AIR ?
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ACCESSORIES 
(p. 54)

COT M
(p. 20)

COMPACT ONE-HAND FOLD MECHANISM

Both the Iris M-Air and Balios M can be folded with the seat unit facing forward or facing the parent. Thanks 
to the intuitive fold technology, both strollers become small and compact packages in a matter of  seconds 
using just one hand. The strollers stay upright with a self-standing fold and can easily be stowed away.

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET

The seat can be used forward-facing or parent- facing 
and comes with a  one-hand reclining function.

Extra-large and practical
(maximum capacity: 5 kg).

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT

FUNCTIONS



AGIS M-AIR 4
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AGIS M-AIR3

The CYBEX Agis M-Air3 embodies ultimate strolling enjoyment. This 
urban runabout is lightweight and agile, but still offers exceptional 
comfort. Its compact size makes it easy and fun to navigate and 
the uncomplicated one-hand folding system makes it the perfect 
companion for use in the city.

AGIS M-AIR3
From birth  – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

CIT Y LIGHT WHEELS

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000665

REBEL RED
518000667

PASSION PINK
518000671

DENIM BLUE
518000669

MANHATTAN GREY
517000469
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AGIS M-AIR4

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000713

REBEL RED
518000715

PASSION PINK
518000719

DENIM BLUE
518000717

MANHATTAN GREY
517000493

CIT Y LIGHT WHEELS

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

AGIS M-AIR4
From birth  – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

The compact and stylish CYBEX Agis M-Air4 combines a fun ride 
with flexibility, stability and comfort. This elegant four-wheeler  
includes practical features like the one-hand adjustable seat and a 
particularly compact size when folded, making it the perfect fit for 
busy urban parents.
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AGIS M-AIR

CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

The Agis M-Air3 and 4 have a versatile 3-in-1 capacity, perfectly suited for a diverse lifestyle with 
kids. There are three options to choose from: the luxurious stroller seat, the matching Cot M  
(p. 20) or a renowned CYBEX or gb infant car seat, all can be attached using the available adapters. Urban 
life with a child has never been so easy!

The Agis M-Air has City Light Wheels that are 
light, manoeuvrable, and smooth to handle on 
flat pavements and city streets. The tyres are 
 puncture-proof with a narrow tread to make  
moving around the city easy. 

WHY 

AGIS M-AIR?

CYBEX M-LINE 
3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Cot M  Car Seat Stroller

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

FOR DAILY LIGHTWEIGHT STROLLING
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ACCESSORIES
(p. 54)

COT M
(p. 20)

Both strollers have an intuitive one-hand fold mechanism. They become small and compact 
packages in a matter of seconds and the mechanism can be operated using just one hand. In the 
folded position, the stroller stays upright and can be easily stowed away.

For comfortable sitting and  
sleeping positions.

COMPACT ONE-HAND FOLD MECHANISM

Extra-large and practical  
(maximum capacity: 5 kg).

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKETONE-HAND RECLINE

FUNCTIONS
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FEATURES BALIOS S BALIOS M

F
U

N
C

T
IO

N
S

Approved for use as a stroller, from Birth 6 months

Approved for use as a stroller, up to (in kg) 17.0 17.0

Compatible with CYBEX or  
gb infant car seats + carry cot

Yes, Cot S Yes, Cot M

Usable as CYBEX Gold Modular System Yes, with Cot S Yes, with Cot M

With carry cot + infant car seat  
approved for use from

Birth Birth

One-hand fold mechanism Yes Yes

Free-standing when folded Yes Yes

XXL sun canopy Yes Yes

Height-adjustable handlebar Yes Yes

All-wheel suspension Yes Yes

S
P

E
C

IA
L

 F
E

A
T

U
R

E
S Reversible seat unit Yes Yes

One-hand adjustable backrest (positions) 3 3

Wheel type All Terrain All Terrain

Number of wheels 4 4

M
E

A
S

U
R

E
M

E
N

T
S Wheel size in mm (front/back) 180/280 200/290

Fold dimensions with wheels in mm (L x W x H) 600 x 400 x 750 590 × 390 × 800

Unfolded dimensions in mm (L x W x H) 790-925 x 600 x 990-1100 920 x 590 x 1000-1100

Weight (frame, seat unit, wheels) in kg 11.2 11.2

STROLLERS

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

OVERVIEW
An overview of the diverse usage and practical customisation  

options of our strollers can be found here.
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IRIS M-AIR AGIS M-AIR3 AGIS M-AIR4

6 months Birth Birth

17.0 17.0 17.0

Yes, Cot M Yes, Cot M Yes, Cot M

Yes, with Cot M Yes, with Cot M Yes, with Cot M

Birth Birth Birth

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes No No

Yes Yes Yes

Yes No No

3 Multi-positions Multi-positions

City Light City Light City Light

4 3 4

160/240 160/230 160/230

580 x 370 x 780 580 x 320 x 820 580 x 330 x 770

860 x 580 x 960 -1060 900 x 580 x 970 880 x 580 x 970

10.3 8.3 8.6

OVERVIEW
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EEZY S TWIST



Meet your cosmopolitan companions – the 
EEZY S TWIST and the EEZY S. These ultra- 
compact, ultra-lightweight, feature-clad buggies 
are made for parents on the go. Whether you 
are roaming your city or are away on holiday, 
these sleek city strollers offer smart features 
that make life easier for parents while ensur-
ing a comfortable ride for little ones. Create a 
travel system that meets your needs: choose 

your premium buggy EEZY S with a matching 
baby infant car seat for a super-compact 2-in-1  
travel system or your luxurious buggy EEZY S  
TWIST and attach the Cocoon S on the fully 
reclined seat or a matching infant car seat for 
a lightweight 3-in-1 travel system. The great 
functions of the EEZY S TWIST make this buggy 
not only the perfect travel companion but also a 
wholesome city stroller from day one.

BUGGIES
Compact Travel Companions

38 EEZY S TWIST

46 EEZY S

50 COCOON S

52 OVERVIEW 
 BUGGIES

54 ACCESSORIES



EEZY S TWIST

NEW
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EEZY S TWIST

Cosmopolitan parents have never had a better travel companion for their children. The Eezy S 
Twist is designed with a wide range of smart features, which can all be operated with just one 
hand – no need to let go of your little one’s hand: rotate the seat unit in seconds, so your little 
one faces you or looks out into the world. Naptime? Stepless adjustment of the backrest into the 
desired position, including a full lie-flat position, ensures comfort for your child from day one. In 
a busy café or ready to board a plane? The one-hand folding mechanism turns the Eezy S Twist 
into a compact, self-standing package. So small it can be used as carry-on luggage on planes*, 
meaning you can take your baby right up to the plane in the Eezy S Twist.

EEZY S TWIST
From birth  – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)ALUMINIUM 

FRAME
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IDEAL FOR  

TRAVEL

LAVASTONE BLACK
518001239

REBEL RED
518001241

PASSION PINK
518001247

DENIM BLUE
518001243

MANHATTAN GREY
518001245
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EEZY S TWIST

WHY 

EEZY S TWIST ?

UNIQUE ONE-HAND ROTATABLE SEAT UNIT

Offers the choice of a parent-facing or forward-facing stroller set-up. This smart function 
allows quick and simple rotation of the seat unit with one hand.
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FUNCTIONS

SMOOTH FRONT WHEEL SUSPENSION

Ensures a smooth ride for parent and child. From bumpy cobbles to uneven sidewalks.

SMOOTH REAR WHEEL SUSPENSION
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EEZY S TWIST

COMPACTNESS AT ITS BEST

The compact folded package can fit anywhere, 
in the smallest car trunks, under train seats or 
in cafés.

The narrow footprint of only 45 cm makes this 
stroller perfect for public transport, narrow 
streets and travelling. 
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FUNCTIONS

SMART ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM

Bring the Eezy S Twist on the plane – it’s small enough to meet hand luggage criteria*, measuring only 
L 26 x W 45 x H 56 cm in its compact, self-standing fold.
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EEZY S TWIST

Makes the Eezy S Twist suitable from birth. Multiple backrest positions until full lie-flat  
ensure your child is always comfortable.

MULTIPLE RECLINE FUNCTION  
INCLUDING FULL LIE -FLAT POSITION

Offers shade and protects from wind with UPF50+ sun protection and extendable visor. 

SUN CANOPY
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FUNCTIONS

3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Cocoon S

Car Seat

Stroller

Comfortable travel from birth with the seat unit, the Cocoon S on top of the reclined seat and the renowned 
CYBEX & gb infant car seats.

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 54)

COCOON S
(p. 50)



EEZY S

NEW
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EEZY S

EEZY S
6 months - 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

Whether at home in the city or away on vacation*, this lightweight city buggy offers smart fea-
tures for parents on the go. Don’t let go of baby’s hand: thanks to the quick and easy one-hand 
folding mechanism, this sleek city stroller folds into a compact, self-standing package – perfect 
in restaurants, a small car, or in your hallway. The stroller’s small footprint makes navigating nar-
row city streets and crowded places a breeze. As a 2-in-1 travel system, the Eezy S is compatible 
with the renowned CYBEX & gb infant car seats, which makes the stroller suitable from day one.

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME IDEAL FOR  

TRAVEL
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LAVASTONE BLACK
518001189

REBEL RED
518001191

PASSION PINK
518001197

DENIM BLUE
518001193

MANHATTAN GREY
518001195
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EEZY S

The one-hand folding mechanism leaves your  other hand free to hold your child while you place the 
Eezy S in its compact, self-standing fold. Measuring only L 25 x W 45 x H 53 cm  in its self-standing fold, 
the Eezy S is a space-saving choice. Compact and convenient, it can be stored everywhere.

The compact and light build of this buggy allows 
for easy manoeuvring when you’re on the go. With 
a weight of only 6.0 kg and its compact fold, the  
Eezy S is easy to lift and carry.

Thanks to the sleek silhouette and only 45 cm width, 
this buggy offers easy manoeuvring even in shops 
and narrow streets.

WHY 

EEZY S ?

ONE-HAND COMPACT FOLD

LIGHTWEIGHT SMALL FOOTPRINT
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FUNCTIONS

Comfortable travel with one frame: use the inte-
grated soft seat (from 6 months), and your  CYBEX 
& gb infant car seats (from birth).

From bumpy cobbles to uneven sidewalks – your 
mobility and baby’s sleep are uninterrupted.

A stepless adjustment of the backrest ensures 
your child is always comfortable from sitting up  
to reclining for a nap.

The sun canopy (UPF50+) with ad ditional visor  
protects from sun and wind. 

2-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

SMOOTH 4-WHEEL SUSPENSION

ACCESSORIES
(p. 54)

MULTIPLE RECLINE FUNCTION

SUN CANOPY



COCOON S

NEW
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COCOON S

Keep baby snug in the Cocoon S from CYBEX. Its 2-in-1 cover with climate function keeps little ones 
warm in winter and cool when it’s hot outside. Offering a cushioned head and neck support, the  
Cocoon S is a cosy place for little ones to sleep or watch the world go by. Zips on both sides 
ensure a quick and easy in and out. The Cocoon S is compatible with the Balios S, Eezy S Twist 
and all other strollers that can be used from birth. It is part of the new S-Line design, offering 
functional products in one design language.

COCOON S
From birth – 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

LAVASTONE BLACK
518002030

REBEL RED
518002032

PASSION PINK
518002038

DENIM BLUE
518002034

MANHATTAN GREY
518002036



EEZY S
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OVERVIEW
An overview of the diverse usage and practical customisation  

options of our buggies can be found here.

FEATURES EEZY S TWIST EEZY S

F
U

N
C

T
IO

N
S

Approved for use as a stroller, from Birth 6 months

Approved for use as a stroller, up to (in kg) 17.0 17.0

Compatible with CYBEX  
or gb infant car seats

Yes Yes

With infant car seat  
approved for use from

Birth Birth

One-hand fold mechanism Yes Yes

Free-standing when folded Yes Yes

All-wheel suspension Yes Yes

S
P

E
C

IA
L
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E
S Rotatable seat unit Yes No

Backrest positions Multiple Multiple

Wheel type City Light City Light

Number of wheels 4 4

M
E

A
S

U
R

E
M

E
N

T
S Wheel size in mm (front/back) 135/135 135/135

Fold dimensions with wheels in mm (L x W x H) 260 x 450 x 560 250 x 450 x 530

Unfolded dimensions in mm (L x W x H) 850 x 450 x 1030 850 x 450 x 1030

Weight (frame, seat unit, wheels) in kg 7.7 kg 6.0 kg

BUGGIES
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CYBEX offers for all products a huge choice of accessories.

ALWAYS THE RIGHT

ACCESSORY

ACCESSORIES
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STROLLERS & BUGGIES

CHANGING BAG

The CYBEX changing bag is a practical and stylish companion. The bag features a wet compartment, bottle holder and changing mat.

FOOTMUFF FOR BUGGIES AND STROLLERS

Features a cosy fleece lining for protection against wind and weather.

TRAVEL BAG EEZY S
& EEZY S TWIST 

Simply put your folded buggy in your Travel 
Bag and your journey can begin.

Helps you to organise your and your  
little ones belongings. 

ORGANISER

BLACK
517000774

RED
517000776

BLUE
517000778

BLACK
517000780

RED
517000782

BLUE
517000784

BLACK
518002278

BLACK
518001470



BALIOS S & COT S
518002122 & 518002726

EEZY S TWIST & EEZY S
518002730 & 518002126
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RAIN COVER

KID BOARD

Wind and weather protection for all strollers and buggies.

Go for a ride when walking gets tiresome, 
the CYBEX kid board is perfect for older siblings.

GLOVES

Whether wind, snow or cold weather - the gloves  
will keep your hands warm. 

CUP HOLDER S -LINE CUP HOLDER M-LINE

Practical cup holder compatible with all  
CYBEX M-Line buggies and strollers.

Practical cup holder compatible with all  
CYBEX S-Line buggies and strollers.

BLACK
518001472

BLACK
518002944

BLACK
511411002

ACCESSORIES

AGIS M-AIR
515412002

IRIS M-AIR, BALIOS M & COT M 
515412004

BALIOS S
518002952
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STROLLERS & BUGGIES

SNACK TRAY

The CYBEX snack tray is the practical,
easy-to-clean solution for snacks on the go.

Simply attach the bumper bar on your EEZY S or EEZY S TWIST frame.

BUMPER BAR

PARASOL

Installed with one click, individually adjustable  
and features UPF50+ sun protection

Connects CYBEX and selected gb infant car seats to our buggies and strollers.

CAR SEAT ADAPTER

IRIS M-AIR, BALIOS M  
& AGIS M-AIR

515417004

EEZY S TWIST & EEZY S
518001468

BALIOS S
518001466

EEZY S TWIST 518002930
EEZY S 518002398

CYBEX 
STOLLERS & BUGGIES

515404008

BALIOS S, EEZY S 
& EEZY S TWIST

518002954



MAIRA.TIE

BABY CARRIERS





MAIRA.TIE 



Being carried is one of the basic needs of every 
baby. The physical contact between parent and 
baby positively impacts close bonding, as well 
as a feeling of security and strengthened self- 
assuredness. Correct carrying also promotes 
the baby’s healthy physical development – the 
rounded back and spread-squat position create 
the natural posture of a baby and promote the 
healthy development of the back and hip joints. 

Discovering the world ‘at eye level’ stimulates 
all senses and the healthy mental and phys-
ical development of the baby. All CYBEX baby 
carriers offer these aspects of healthy infant 
development and offer hands-free mobility for 
the parent while enjoying the ultimate closeness 
with the baby. Our carriers are developed and 
designed together with German midwives, car-
rying consultants and orthopedists. 

BABY CARRIERS
A close bond

62 CARRYING
 COMPETENCE

64 MAIRA.CLICK

66 MAIRA.TIE

68 WHY 
 MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK

72 BEYLA.TWIST

75 WHY 
        BEYLA.TWIST



MAIRA.CLICK
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CARRYING COMPETENCE

CARRYING  
COMPETENCE

CARRY YOUR BABY …

Babies love to be carried. A baby carrier offers the baby close physical 
contact with mum or dad and satisfies the basic need for security 

and closeness while promoting self-assuredness and independence. 
Correct carrying in a baby carrier promotes the optimal posture 

and supports the healthy physical development of the baby.

… AND PROMOTE THE HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT  
OF THE BACK AND HIP JOINTS!

After nine months in the mom´s womb, babies are born with a 
lightly curved spine. After birth, the spine straightens: a slow and 

cautious process, which takes over a year. Right after birth, babies 
take up the spread-squat position, which promotes the continued 

healthy development of the hip joints. Carrying your baby in a 
carrier promotes the maturing of the hip joints in a natural way.

SENSES/EARLY DEVELOPMENT

Carrying stimulates all physiological 
senses, such as perception of the body 
through balance, gravity, physical boun- 
daries, internal organs, positions of the 
joints and movement. Also the very im-
portant perception of the environment 
through senses, such as sense of hearing, 
tasting, smelling, touch and seeing, are 
being developed.

FURTHER BENEFITS OF A BABYWEARING

BONDING/PSYCHOLOGY

Last but not least ‒ carrying strength-
ens the important parent-child-bonding 
and  continuously satisfies the emotional 
needs of the baby through closeness, 
warmth and a feeling of security. This 
leads to babies who cry less and sleep 
better. At the same time, the baby carri-
er offers parents more flexibility, mobility 
and free hands for everyday tasks while 
being close to their precious baby.



MAIRA.CLICK

NEW



CARRY COTMAIRA.CLICK
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MAIRA.CLICK
From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

The MAIRA.click is a full buckle carrier from the CYBEX Gold range, made from diag-
onally elastic fabric which supports baby’s naturally rounded back. The baby carrier is 
 secured by an easy click mechanism for very fast click-on and click-off. From newborn to  
toddler (approx. 2 years), the ergonomic seating panel with width and height adjustment and 
the multifunctional head and neck-rest adjust to baby’s size for ergonomic and comfortable 
carrying in the natural spread-squat position.

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000098

CASHMERE BEIGE
518000104

MANHATTAN GREY
518000100

DENIM BLUE
518000102



MAIRA.TIE

NEW



MAIRA.TIE
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MAIRA.TIE
From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

The MAIRA.tie from the CYBEX Gold range offers easy and intuitive adjustment to fit parents of all 
sizes and allow comfortable carrying. It also adjusts as your baby grows: the ergonomic seating 
panel adjusts in width and height so you can carry your child from newborn days to toddler years 
(approx. 2 years). The carrier’s ergonomic shape and wrap-like fabric support baby’s naturally 
rounded back. In addition, the extendable, multifunctional headrest and the diagonally elastic fab-
ric offer optimised support for your baby. 

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000108

DENIM BLUE
518000112

CASHMERE BEIGE
518000114

MANHATTAN GREY
518000110
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SECTIONBABY CARRIERS

WHY 

MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK ?

MAIRA.TIE

MAIRA.CLICK

Thanks to individual adjusting with the tie, ergonomic 
seating for every baby size is provided.

Ergonomic seating thanks to attachment of shoulder 
belts on waist belt or panel.

CARRYING FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE
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HEALTHY CARRYING
INDIVIDUAL HEAD 

AND NECK SUPPORT

ERGONOMIC SEATING

CROSSED WEARINGPARALLEL WEARING

For carrying convenience  
and weight distribution.

With sternum strap for 
comfortable wearing.

With width and height- 
adjustable panel.

Support of natural  
spread-squat position.

Individually adjustable to 
baby‘s size and needs. 

FUNCTIONS  MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM

For increased carrying safety.
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CARRYING POSITIONS MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK

BACK CARRYING

FRONT CARRYING

HIP CARRYING

CARRYING POSITIONS MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK



MAIRA.TIE



BEYLA.TWIST

NEW
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BEYLA.TWIST

The BEYLA.twist full buckle carrier from the CYBEX Gold range offers four ergonomic carrying 
positions, ensuring a comfortable carry facing inwards or facing outwards, allowing the baby to 
explore the environment. The BEYLA.twist ensures the wearer to maintain a natural closeness 
and bond with a safe & secure fit. Its fast and convenient click-on and click-off system lets you 
pre-adjust the carrier to your body so you’re ready to go in seconds. The ergonomic seating ring 
is adjustable to your baby’s size and maintains the natural spread-squat position, promoting the 
continued healthy development of the baby’s hip joints. Together with the extendable, multi-func-
tional head and neck panel, BEYLA.twist is supporting the natural curvature of baby’s back from 
newborn days until toddler years (approx. 2 years).

BEYLA.TWIST
From newborn to toddler (approx. 3,5 – 15kg)

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000088

DENIM BLUE
518000092

CASHMERE BEIGE
518000094

MANHATTAN GREY
518000090
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SECTIONBABY CARRIERS

CARRYING POSITIONS 

BEYLA.TWIST

BACK CARRYING FRONT CARRYING

HIP CARRYING FRONT OUTWARD 
CARRYING
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CONTENTFUNCTIONS BEYLA.TWIST

WHY 

BEYLA.TWIST ?

HEALTHY CARRYING INDIVIDUAL HEAD - 
AND NECK SUPPORT

With adjustable seating ring.

With sternum strap for 
comfortable wearing.

For increased carrying safety. 

For carrying convenience
and weight distribution.

In all 4 carrying positions. Individually adjustable 
to baby‘s size and needs. 

ERGONOMIC SEATING SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM

PARALLEL WEARING CROSSED WEARING



SIRONA M2 i-SIZE

CAR SEATS





ATON M



We make the effort to make our products 
fashionable and appealing but our principle 
mission is always to provide your child with 
maximum safety in the car. To make sure 
of this, CYBEX products undergo hundreds 
of crash tests during the development pro-
cess. It is no coincidence that each year our 

car seats consistently achieve outstanding  
results in the most important European safety 
and  consumer tests. Every new crash test 
brings about  further improvements when we 
develop our products, and we use the most 
up-to-date testing technology to ensure this.

CAR SEATS
Award-winning safety

80 R129 - i-SIZE

82 FROM BIRTH  
 UP TO APPROX.  
 18 MONTHS

92 FROM BIRTH 
 UP TO APPROX. 
 4 YEARS

106 FROM APPROX. 
 9 MONTHS UP 
 TO 12 YEARS

116 FROM APPROX. 
 3 UP TO 12 YEARS

126 ACCESSORIES



FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF i- SIZE

REAR-FACING MANDATORY UNTIL AT LEAST 15 MONTHS

R129 child restraints require children to be rear-facing up to at least 15 months of age. This 
is done, in part, by setting a minimum height for forward-facing child restraints of 76 cm. In 
contrast, R44 allows forward-facing child restraints from 9 kg (approximately 9 months).

SEATS ARE SELECTED BY THE CHILD’S HEIGHT AND WEIGHT

R129 uses the child’s height to determine if the seat is appropriate for them. This makes it 
easier for a parent to find the correct size of the car seat for their child. However, this differs 
from R44/04, which uses weight only. 

SIDE IMPACT TESTING

R129 includes a side-impact test of the seat to ensure it provides protection in side-impact collisions.

IMPROVED COMPATIBILITY AND EASY HANDLING

All i-Size certified vehicles will fit all i-Size car seats. A special label indicates the compatibility 
with each seat in each certified vehicle. The use of ISOFIX reduces the risk of misuse as car 
seats can be easily installed with one simple click.
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R129

DISCOVER i-SIZE

CURRENT REGULATIONS

All over the world, new car seats are authorised 
by the latest regulations. In Europe and many 
parts of the world, the current UN R44 regulation 
 applies in addition to the new UN R129 norm reg-
ulation. An amendment to R129 has been agreed 
that allows the approval of booster seats. This has 
passed the main legislative processes and has 
been in force since June 2017.

WHAT ARE R129 AND i- SIZE?

i-Size is one part of the UN Regulation No. 129 
(R129). R129 is a new regulation in Europe for 
enhanced child restraint systems and was devel-
oped by the Economic Commission for Europe 
of the United Nations (UNECE). This committee 
of experts includes regulators, research and test 
institutes, car manufacturers and child restraint 
manufacturers. CYBEX is a very active member 
of this group.

R44 AND R129

UN Regulation No. 44.04 (R44/04) and UN 
Regulation No. 129 (R129) are running side 
by side for the time being. This means that 
parents can choose whether to buy a child re-
straint approved to either regulation.

Aton M i-Size Sirona M2 i-Size



ATON M i-SIZE
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ATON M i-SIZE

C
ERTIFIED FO

R

A
IR

CR AFT U

S
E

CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

The Aton M i-Size offers the latest safety technology available. When installed with the Base M 
(additionally available), the infant car seat complies with the new i-Size regulation. i-Size (UN 
R129) is the new EU standard for child safety, making rear-facing travel mandatory until your 
child reaches 15 months. The Aton M i-Size is suitable for newborns and babies at a height of 
45 cm to 87 cm (max. 13 kg).

ATON M i-SIZE
45 – 87 cm, max. 13 kg, UN R129

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
518000070

REBEL RED
518000062

PEPPER BLACK
518000068

MANHATTAN GREY
518000066

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000060

PASSION PINK
518000072

DENIM BLUE
518000064
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ATON M

C
ERTIFIED FO
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CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM

In combination with the Base M & Sirona M2 i-Size, the Aton M is part of our CYBEX Modular 
System. We never make compromises on safety and the integrated Linear Side-Impact Protec-
tion System (L.S.P.), partnered with the energy-absorbing shell, offer superb safety in the case 
of a side collision. It also supports newborns and premature babies with the removable newborn 
inlay. The Aton M is travel system ready, and compatible with gb and CYBEX strollers.

ATON M
0 – 13 kg (birth – approx. 18 months) UN R129

AUTUMN GOLD
518000250

REBEL RED
518000242

PEPPER BLACK
518000248

MANHATTAN GREY
518000246

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000240

PASSION PINK
518000252

DENIM BLUE
518000244
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SECTIONGRUPPE 1/2/3

WHY 

ATON M / ATON M i-SIZE?

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

11-position adjustable headrest with 
 integrated harness that grows with the child

The Aton M & Aton M i-Size fulfil the latest safety  
standards by being super-lightweight and ex-
tra-spacious for maximised comfort.

SUPER-LIGHTWEIGHT &  EXTRA SPACIOUS

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

INTEGRATED XXL SUN CANOPY

Perfect protection against wind and  
sun with a UPF50+ rating

L.S.P. SYSTEM

The Linear Side-impact Protection System 
absorbs energy in a side-impact collision

EXTRA WIDE Y-HARNESS STRAPS

With soft belt and crotch pads

REMOVABLE NEWBORN INLAY

For a near lie-f lat position

ENERGY-ABSORBING SHELL

Provides improved side-impact protection

ATON M: ECE R44/04 (GROUP 0+); ATON M i-SIZE: ECE R129 (i-SIZE)
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CONTENTCONTENT

LIE-FLAT  
POSITION

 ENERGY-ABSORBING
SHELL

The removable newborn inlay 
reduces the risk of breathing 
difficulties caused by the head 
falling forward with small and 
premature babies.

Wind and sun protection with a 
UPF50+ rating.

Reduces the forces of an impact
and channels them away from 
the baby.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

INTEGRATED XXL 
SUN CANOPY

FUNCTIONS

The Linear Side-impact Protection (L.S.P. System) 
helps absorb the forces of a side-impact collision. 
The initial force of an accident is transferred through 
the door-facing extended side protector and is dis-
tributed into the car seat‘s energy-absorbing shell. 
The flexible material and structure of the infant car 
seat then reduce the forces of impact.

LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION



ATON 5 ON BALIOS M
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ATON 5

With special safety features like the height-adjustable headrest with integrated harness guides, 
and comfort features like the XXL sun canopy, the Aton 5 takes child safety to the next level. The 
newborn inlay, designed for premature and very small babies, encourages an ideal sitting angle 
and helps ensure that small babies lie with their head, neck and chest correctly aligned.

ATON 5
0 – 13 kg (birth – approx. 18 months) UN R44/04

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
518000208

REBEL RED
518000200

PEPPER BLACK
518000206

MANHATTAN GREY
518000204

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000198

PASSION PINK
518000210

DENIM BLUE
518000202
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HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

8-position adjustable headrest with  
integrated harness guide for protection  
that grows with the child

The Linear Side-impact Protection (L.S.P. System) 
helps to absorb the forces of a side-impact collision. 
The initial force of an accident is transferred through 
the door-facing extended side protector and is  
distributed into the car seat‘s energy-absorbing 
shell. The flexible material and structure of the infant 
car seat then reduce the forces of impact.

LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

WHY 

ATON 5 ?

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

INTEGRATED XXL SUN CANOPY

Perfect protection against wind and  
sun with UPF50+

L.S.P. SYSTEM

The Linear Side-impact Protection System 
absorbs energy in a side-impact collision

EXTRA WIDE Y-HARNESS STRAPS

With soft belt and crotch pads

REMOVABLE SEAT INSERT

For a near lie-f lat position for newborns

ENERGY-ABSORBING SHELL

Provides improved side-impact protection

UN R44/04 (GROUP 0+)
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HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

ENERGY-ABSORBING 
SHELL

The harness automatically adjusts 
in one movement with headrest.

Serious wind and sun protection 
with UPF50+.

Reduces the forces of an  impact 
and channels them away from 
the baby.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

Working in close collaboration with German doctors and midwives, it was developed and  tested 
to provide a near lie-flat position. Thanks to the removable insert of the seat, the risk of breathing  
difficulties caused by the head falling forward can be reduced for small and premature babies.

LIE-FLAT POSITION

INTEGRATED XXL 
SUN CANOPY

FUNCTIONS



UN R129 (i-SIZE) 
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SIRONA S i-SIZE & SIRONA M2 i-SIZE 
WHY REAR-FACING?

Doctors, accident researchers, as well as consumer and health organisations such as  the ADAC and 
the German independent consumer testing organisation, Stiftung Warentest, all recommend to 
extend the time that children travel rear-facing to 4 years old. The risk of injury has been shown to be 
much lower for children travelling in rear-facing car seats. These results have been verified by statistics 
from countries which primarily use rear-facing seats for older children (i.e. Group 1 seats). This is why 
we recommend a rear-facing transport for children up to 105 cm (approx. 4 years).

REAR-FACING VS  
FORWARD -FACING

Unlike adults, the head of a baby is very big and 
 heavy in relation to its body. A baby‘s head is equal 
to 25 % of its overall body weight, while the neck 
and spine muscles are not yet fully developed. They 
need special protection, particularly in case of an 
 accident. In the event of a collision, the  CYBEX Sirona 
S i-Size or  Sirona M2 i-Size  function like a protective 

shield to protect the sensitive neck and vertebrae. 
The force of impact is distributed evenly over the 
large surface of the backrest, meaning the strain 
on the neck, shoulders, head and internal organs 
is significantly reduced. This is why a rear-facing 
car seat helps to reduce the risk of an injury in a 
frontal collision.

DRIVING DIRECTION
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SIRONA S i-SIZE

Safely rear-facing until your child  
reaches 105 cm in height



SIRONA S i-SIZE

NEW
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SIRONA S i-SIZE

No more awkward lifting and back pain when helping your child in and out of the car seat. The 
innovative one-hand 360° rotating mechanism provides a comfortable entry and exit position, 
ensuring less strain on parents’ backs. Because it’s the safest way for your little one to travel, 
the Sirona S i-Size provides comfortable rear-facing travel for children up to 105 cm, approx.  4 
years. The Driving Direction Control (D.D.C.) prevents forward-facing use before the child is at 
least 16 months old and 76 cm tall.

SIRONA S i-SIZE
45 cm – 105 cm (up to 18 kg, approx. 4 years), UN R129/02

AUTUMN GOLD
518000903

REBEL RED
518000895

PEPPER BLACK
518000901

MANHATTAN GREY
518000899

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000893

PASSION PINK
518000905

DENIM BLUE
518000897



ER-Tech
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UN R129/02 (i-SIZE)

GROWING PROTECTION

12-position height-adjustable headrest – 
excellent protection up to the age of 4 years

ENERGY REDUCTION  
TECHNOLOGY

Reduces the strain on the neck in case  
of a front impact (forward-facing)

UN R129 ( i- SIZE)

The CYBEX Sirona S i-Size complies with the ‘i-Size’ European requirements and regulations for 
car seats. The R129 regulation states that children aged 15 months and under must travel in a rear-
facing car seat.

At CYBEX we recommend prolonging the time that children travel in a rear-facing position in the Sirona 
S i-Size until they are around 105 cm in height (approx. 4 years). The Sirona S i-Size can also be used in 
cars which do not comply with i-Size. Please see the compatibility list on the CYBEX website.

WHY 

SIRONA S i-SIZE ?

EASY ENTRANCE AND EXIT

Harness clips make moving your child  
in and out of the seat simple

INTEGRATED L.S.P. SYSTEM

Extendable on side facing the car door

ONE-HAND RECLINE AND ROTATION 
FUNCTION

Easy adjustment for parents (5 positions 
rear-facing and 3 positions forward facing)

DRIVING DIRECTION CONTROL 
(D.D.C.)

Prevents misuse in turning forward-facing 
before the child is at least 15 months old 
and 76 cm tall

REAR-FACING 

Birth – 105 cm (up to 18 kg, approx. 4 
years) optional forward facing (starting 
from min. 76 cm and 16 months)



360
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ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

FUNCTIONS

360°  ROTATION MECHANISM

The innovative 360° rotating mechanism of the Sirona S i-Size makes switching between rear and for-
ward-facing position easy. In addition, it provides a comfortable entry and exit position for less strain on 
parents’ backs. The Driving Direction Control (D.D.C.) prevents forward-facing use before the child is at 
least 16 months old and 76 cm tall.

INTEGRATED  
L.S .P. SYSTEM

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

ONE-HAND RECLINE 
AND ROTATION 

FUNCTION

The integrated L.S.P. System 
of the Sirona S i-Size offers in-
creased safety in the event of a 
side-impact collision. 

The adjustable headrest of the 
Sirona S i-Size offers 12 positions 
for customized adjustment as 
your child grows.

The smart one-hand recline and 
rotation function makes it easy 
for parents to adjust the seat.

REAR-FACING UP TO 
A HEIGHT OF 105CM 
(APPROX. 4 YEARS)

EASY ENTRY AND
EXIT POSITION

DRIVING DIRECTION 
CONTROL

ALTERNATIVELY 
FORWARD FACING 

FROM MIN. 16 
MONTHS AND 76CM



SIRONA M2 i-SIZE



CYBEX 

MODULAR 

SYSTEM
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SIRONA M2 i-SIZE

The Sirona M2 i-Size is the frontrunner in a new generation of car seats – it can be used rear-fac-
ing from birth up to 105 cm, or forward-facing from min. 76 cm and 16 months up to 105 cm. 
The 12-position height-adjustable headrest provides extra protection for every age while the 
integrated L.S.P. System and the energy-absorbing shell help to protect your child against the 
forces of an side-impact collision. 

SIRONA M2 i-SIZE
Birth – 105 cm (up to 19 kg, approx. 4 years), UN R129

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
with base: 518000361

without base: 518000333

REBEL RED
with base: 518000353

without base: 518000325

LAVASTONE BLACK
with base: 518000351

without base: 518000323

DENIM BLUE
with base: 518000355

without base: 518000327

MANHATTAN GREY
with base: 518000357

without base: 518000329

PASSION PINK
with base: 518000363

without base: 518000335

PEPPER BLACK
with base: 518000359

without base: 518000331



ER-Tech
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UN R129 (i-SIZE)

GROWING PROTECTION

12-position height-adjustable headrest,  
excellent protection for every age

ENERGY REDUCTION  
TECHNOLOGY

Reduces the strain on the neck in case  
of a front impact (forward-facing)

UN R129 ( i- SIZE)

The CYBEX Sirona M2 i-Size complies with the ‘i-Size’ European requirements and regulations for 
car seats. The R129 regulation states that children aged 15 months and under must travel in a rear- 
facing car seat. 

At CYBEX we recommend prolonging the time that children travel in a rear-facing  position in the Sirona 
M2 i-Size until they are around 105 cm in height (approx. 4 years). The Sirona M2 i-Size can also be 
used in cars which do not comply with i-Size. Please see the compatibility list on the CYBEX website.

WHY 

SIRONA M2 i-SIZE ?

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

EASY ENTRANCE AND EXIT

Harness clips make moving your child  
in and out of the seat easy

INTEGRATED L.S.P. SYSTEM

Extendable on side facing the car door

ONE-HAND RECLINE FUNCTION

For optimal sitting and lying positions  
(5 rear-facing, 3 forward-facing)

CLICK-IN SEAT FITTING SYSTEM

Enables an easy change between the rear- 
facing and the forward-facing position

REAR-FACING 

Birth – 105 cm (up to 19 kg, approx. 4 years)  
optional forward facing (starting from min. 
76 cm and 16 months)
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ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

INTEGRATED  
L.S .P. SYSTEM

ONE-HAND RECLINE 
FUNCTION

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

For maximised safety in case of  
a side-impact collision.

Adjustable with one hand (rear- 
facing: 5 positions; forward-fac-
ing: 3 positions).

12-position height-adjustable 
headrest with integrated harness 
guides that grow with your child.

REAR-FACING AND FORWARD -FACING TRANSPORT

The Sirona M2 i-Size allows you 
to transport babies rear-facing  
from birth up to a height of 105 cm 
(approx. 4 years). Children can also 
be transported forward-facing once 
they are older than 15 months and 
reach a min. height of 76 cm.

FUNCTIONS



JUNO M-FIX
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JUNO M-FIX

The Juno M-Fix is a new member our award-winning line of CYBEX Gold car seats 
Group 1. It has an impact shield that can be adjusted using one hand and an individually  
adjustable Linear Side-impact Protection System (L.S.P. System) that helps to absorb the forces 
in the case of a side- impact collision. The 8-position headrest can be adjusted to suit the height of 
your child and the clever air circulation system helps to keep your child comfortable in increased 
temperatures.

JUNO M-FIX
9 – 18 kg (approx. 9 months – 4 years) UN R44/04

AUTUMN GOLD
518000404

REBEL RED
518000396

PEPPER BLACK
518000402

MANHATTAN GREY
518000400

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000394

PASSION PINK
518000406

DENIM BLUE
518000398
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The impact shield (patent pending) works similarly to an 
airbag, significantly reducing the force of impact by 
distributing it evenly over energy-absorbing materials. 
Your child‘s sensitive neck, head and chest area are 
also well protected thanks to the adjustable impact 
shield. It adjusts using one hand to fit your child‘s 
body and offers more freedom of movement for the 
upper body compared to conventional impact shield 
car seats. 

8-POSITION HEIGHT- 
ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

For a great fit at every age

WHY 

JUNO M-FIX ?

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

INDIVIDUALLY-ADJUSTABLE  
LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

L.S.P. System

AIR- CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Helps maintain a comfortable  
body  temperature

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

Provides freedom of movement and  
more comfort

LIGHTWEIGHT (ONLY 6 .8 KG)

Allows an easy change between vehicles  
and puts less strain on your back

ISOFIX CONNECT

For extra stability and safety

UN R44/04 (GROUP 1)
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AIR CIRCULATION 
SYSTEM

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

L.S.P. SYSTEM

The integrated air circulation 
system helps regulating your 
child‘s body temperature, even 
on hot days.

The height-adjustable  headrest 
of the seat grows with your 
child for a more perfect fit and  
increased safety throughout 
the whole period of use.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

RECLINING BACKREST

Thanks to the recline function, the car seat can be better 
adjusted to the vehicle seat.

ISOFIX CONNECT

Provides added stability and 
safety and can also be used in 
vehicles without ISOFIX.

In case of an accident, the force 
of a side-impact collision is  
systematically absorbed and the 
child‘s head is actively guided 
into a safe position.

FUNCTIONS



PALLAS S-FIX

NEW
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PALLAS S-FIX

Nothing fits! Too small! Common phrases during the first years of your child’s life. The  
Pallas S-Fix car seat will be the perfect fit for years: as a 2-in-1 seat, it is designed to grow 
with your child from 9 months to 12 years. The optimised impact shield reduces the risk 
of serious neck injuries without confining the child. When it’s time for a nap, the patented, 
reclining headrest prevents the child’s head from tipping forward. It supports the head 
to remain in the safety zone of the headrest at all times, which is especially important in 
the event of a side-impact collision. Together with the headrest, the L.S.P. System offers  
increased safety by reducing the forces of a side-impact collision.

PALLAS S-FIX
9 – 36 kg (approx. 9 months – 12 years) UN R44/04

AUTUMN GOLD
518000931

REBEL RED
518000923

PEPPER BLACK
518000929

MANHATTAN GREY
518000927

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000921

PASSION PINK
518000933

DENIM BLUE
518000925
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ECE R44/04 (GROUP 1/2/3)

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

Can prevent the child’s head from falling 
forwards while asleep

INTEGRATED L.S.P. SYSTEM

Extendable on side facing the car door

2-IN-1 SEAT

Can be easily converted into  
the Solution S-Fix

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

Adjustable with one hand (Group 1)

COMFORTABLE, ONE-HAND  
RECLINE FUNCTION

Can be easily adjusted to a sleeping  
position with just one hand (Group 1)

ISOFIX CONNECT

For extra stability and safety. Can also be
used in vehicles without ISOFIX

VENTILATION SYSTEM

Provides a comfortable seat temperature for 
your child, even on hot days

The adjustable impact shield of the Pallas S-Fix 
reduces the risk of serious neck injuries without 
confining the child and has an excellent overall crash 
performance. The one-hand adjustment of the 
impact shield ensures ease of use for the parent.

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

WHY 

PALLAS S-FIX ?
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CONTENTFUNCTIONS

The smart one-hand recline func-
tion makes it easy for parents to 
adjust the Pallas S-Fix to a sleeping 
position while keeping one hand 
free (Group 1).

ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

The patented reclining headrest prevents the 
child’s head from tipping forward while sleep-
ing. It ensures that the child’s head remains in 
the safety zone at all times, which is especially 
important in the event of a side-impact collision.

RECLINING HEADREST

ONE-HAND  
RECLINE FUNCTION 

L.S.P. SYSTEM

The L.S.P. System of the Pallas S-Fix offers in-
creased safety during a side-impact collision. 
It reduces the forces of an impact in the event 
of a side-impact collision by approximately 25% 
when compared to the same car seat without 
L.S.P. extended.

The Pallas S-Fix is a 2-in-1 seat, adjusting to the growth of your 
child and can be used from 9 months up to 12 years.

2-IN-1 SEAT



PALLAS M-FIX
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PALLAS M-FIX

The 2-in-1 seat was the test winner in Group 1/2/3 of the 06/2015 tests conducted by  German 
Stiftung Warentest. The Pallas M-Fix grows with your child and therefore offers excellent safety 
up to 11 years. In Group 1, Pallas M-Fix and its adjustable impact shield protects against neck 
injuries without being restrictive. For children from 15 kg (approx. 3 years and above) the seat 
can be easily converted into a Solution M-Fix and it can also be used in cars without ISOFIX 
thanks to the flexible connectors.

PALLAS M-FIX
TEST WINNER GROUP 1/2/3

9 – 36 kg (approx. 9 months – 12 years) UN R44/04

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
518000445

REBEL RED
518000437

PEPPER BLACK
518000443

MANHATTAN GREY
518000441

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000435

PASSION PINK
518000447

DENIM BLUE
518000439
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PALLAS M

Pallas M offers optimised safety and comfort with a lifespan of up to 11 years. The 2-in-1 seat can 
be used in a vehicle with a 3-point harness belt. As a Group 1 seat, the Pallas M features an ad-
justable impact shield. In case of a frontal collision, the force of the impact is distributed across the 
entire surface of the impact shield, similar to an inflated airbag. As a Group 2/3 seat, the Pallas M 
can be easily converted into a Solution M once the child reaches 15 kg (approx. 3 years).

PALLAS M
9 – 36 kg (approx. 9 months – 12 years) UN R44/04

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
518000431

REBEL RED
518000423

PEPPER BLACK
518000429

MANHATTAN GREY
518000427

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000421

PASSION PINK
518000433

DENIM BLUE
518000425
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For children starting from 15 kg (approx. 3 years) the Pallas M (-Fix) can be easily converted into a 
Group 2/3 seat Solution M (-Fix) in just a few simple steps. The Pallas M series grows with the child and 
 provides optimal safety and a lifespan of up to 11 years.

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

Can prevent the child’s head from falling 
forwards while asleep

WHY 

PALLAS M/PALLAS M-FIX ?

2-IN-1 SEAT

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

INDIVIDUALLY-ADJUSTABLE LINEAR

SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

L.S.P. System

2-IN-1 SEAT

Can be converted into the Solution M  
or Solution M-Fix

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

Adjustable with one hand (Group 1)

COMFORTABLE, ONE-HAND  
RECLINE FUNCTION

Can be easily adjusted to a sleeping  
position with just one hand (Group 1)

ECE R44/04 (GROUP 1/2/3)

ISOFIX CONNECT (ONLY PALLAS M-FIX)

For extra stability and safety. Can also be
used in vehicles without ISOFIX
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ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

The CYBEX patented 3-position reclining headrest shifts the balance point of the child’s head slightly 
back and helps prevent the head from falling forwards when the child is asleep. In case of a side- impact 
collision, the child’s head remains within the safety zone of the seat, ensuring maximised protection.

SECURE WITH  
IMPACT SHIELD

L.S.P. SYSTEM

Similar to an inflated airbag, the 
forces of a collision are distributed 
across the entire surface of the 
impact shield, protecting the 
child’s sensitive head, neck and 
shoulder areas. The adjustable 
impact shield offers comfort 
without confinement (patent 
pending) and an optimised belt 
routing increases safety and 
makes installation easier.

The force of a side-impact col-
lision is systematically reduced 
by individually-adjustable side 
protectors, as well as by the 
shoulder and head protectors. 
At the same time, the body’s 
 kinetic energy caused by the im-
pact is absorbed right away and 
the head is actively guided into a 
safe position.

COMFORTABLE 
RECLINE FUNCTION

Due to a comfortable recline 
function, the seat can be easily 
adjusted with just one hand for a 
relaxed journey (Group 1).

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

FUNCTIONS



SOLUTION S-FIX

NEW
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SOLUTION S-FIX

Made with your child in mind: The Solution S-Fix grows with your child from 3 to 12 years, 
adapting to changing needs just like parents do. The reclining headrest prevents the child’s head 
from tipping forward while sleeping, keeping it in the safety zone at all times. This is especially 
important in the event of a side-impact collision, where the headrest and the L.S.P. System offer 
increased safety for your child. 12 positions for height adjustment ensure your growing child will 
travel comfortably at all times. The smart one-hand operation makes adjustments quick and 
easy for parents on the go.

SOLUTION S-FIX
15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 – 12 years) UN R44/04

AUTUMN GOLD
518000960

REBEL RED
518000952

PEPPER BLACK
518000958

MANHATTAN GREY
518000956

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000950

PASSION PINK
518000962

DENIM BLUE
518000954
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The optimised reclining headrest prevents the child’s head from tip-
ping forward while sleeping. It ensures that the child’s head remains in 
the safety zone at all times, which is especially important in the event 
of a side-impact collision.

RECLINING HEADREST

EXTRA-WIDE AND DEEP SEAT 
CUSHION

Ensures a comfortable ride for your child 
throughout the years

UN R44/04 (GROUP 2/3)

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

Helps prevent the head from tilting forward 
while sleeping

12-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

Comfortable protection that grows with  
the child

INTEGRATED L.S.P. SYSTEM

Extendable on side facing the car door

VENTILATION SYSTEM

Maintains a comfortable body temperature,
even on hot days

ISOFIX CONNECT 

For extra stability and safety. Can also  
be used in vehicles without ISOFIX

WHY 

SOLUTION S-FIX ?
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CONTENTFUNCTIONS

The integrated ventilation system 
of the Solution S-Fix provides a 
comfortable seat temperature for 
your child even on hot days.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

The L.S.P. System of the Solution S-Fix offers 
increased safety during a side-impact collision. 
The L.S.P. System reduces the forces of an im-
pact in the event of a side-impact collision by ap-
proximately 25% when compared to the same 
car seat without L.S.P. extended.

L.S.P. SYSTEM 

VENTILATION 
SYSTEM

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

The 12-position height adjustment allows the 
seat to grow with the child and offers extremely 
long usability. The head protectors grow with the 
personal space requirements of the child.

The reclining backrest of the 
 Solution S-Fix perfectly adjusts to 
any vehicle seat.

The energy-absorbing shell of the 
Solution S-Fix absorbs the forces 
of an impact and protectively cov-
ers the child.

RECLINING 
BACKREST 

ENERGY- 
ABSORBING



SOLUTION M-FIX
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SOLUTION M-FIX

The Solution M-Fix was the test winner in Group 2/3 in the 06/2015 test conducted by  German 
Stiftung Warentest (*on par with one product from a different manufacturer). This ground-break-
ing member of the popular Solution series stands out with its range of innovative safety and 
comfort functions, such as the patented reclining headrest, the individually-adjustable  Linear 
Side-impact Protection System (L.S.P. System), the 12-position height- adjustable headrest and 
the air ventilation system.

SOLUTION M-FIX
TEST WINNER GROUP 2/3*

15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 – 12 years) UN R44/04

AWARDS

Test autobild.de – Kindersitze

CYBEX Solution M-fix

sehr gut
(very good)

AUTUMN GOLD
518000488

REBEL RED
518000480

PEPPER BLACK
518000486

MANHATTAN GREY
518000484

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000478

PASSION PINK
518000490

DENIM BLUE
518000482
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SOLUTION M

Excellent safety functions and pioneering comfort properties. In the 06/2015 test  conducted by 
German Stiftung Warentest, the Solution M emerged as the test winner in Group 2/3 (*on par 
with one product from a different manufacturer). The seat offers the same  innovative safety and 
comfort functions as the Solution M-Fix, without the ISOFIX Connect system, and is suitable for 
vehicles with a 3-point harness guide.

SOLUTION M
TEST WINNER GROUP 2/3*

15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 – 12 years) UN R44/04

AWARDS

AUTUMN GOLD
518000474

REBEL RED
518000466

PEPPER BLACK
518000472

MANHATTAN GREY
518000470

LAVASTONE BLACK
518000464

PASSION PINK
518000476

DENIM BLUE
518000468
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PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

Helps prevent the head from tilting forward 
while sleeping

WHY 

SOLUTION M / 
SOLUTION M-FIX ? 

LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

The force of a side-impact collision is systematically 
reduced by the individually-adjustable linear side- 
impact protection as well as by the shoulder and 
head protectors. At the same time, the body’s kinetic 
energy caused by the impact is absorbed right away 
and the head is guided into a safe position.

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

12-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

Comfortable protection that grows with  
the child

INDIVIDUALLY-ADJUSTABLE LINEAR

SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

L.S.P. System

AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Maintains a comfortable body temperature, 
even on hot days

ISOFIX CONNECT  
(ONLY SOLUTION M-FIX)

For extra stability and safety. Can also  
be used in vehicles without ISOFIX

UN R44/04 (GROUP 2/3)
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ACCESSORIES
(p. 126)

12-POSITION HEIGHT- 
ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

RECLINING BACKREST

Comfortable protection that grows with the child. Perfectly adjusts to the vehicle seat.

The integrated circulation system 
helps maintain a  comfortable 
body temperature, even on hot 
days.

The CYBEX patented 3-position reclining headrest shifts the  balance 
point of the child’s head slightly back and can prevent it from falling 
forward when the child is asleep. In case of a side- impact collision, 
the child’s head remains within the safety zone of the seat, ensuring 
utmost protection.

PATENTED HEAD PROTECTION AIR CIRCULATION 
SYSTEM

FUNCTIONS



30° C

PALLAS S -FIX
SOLUTION S -FIX

518001006
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Made of 85% cotton and 15% polyester. Keeps the child comfortable and cool on hot summer days.

SUMMER COVER

ATON FOOTMUFF

ACCESSORIES 

Easy-care functional fabrics. Cosy fleece lining 
and a practical three-side zip.

INSECT NETRAIN COVER

Protects against insects, for all  
CYBEX infant car seats.

Keeps your child sheltered from wind and 
rain. For all CYBEX infant car seats.

JUNO M-FIX
 517000750

PALLAS M(-FIX)
SOLUTION M(-FIX)

515402102

SIRONA M2 i- SIZE
516403002

SIRONA S i- SIZE
518001008

ATON LINE 
516405002

ATON LINE 
516404002

ATON LINE
514401002

ATON 5
517002292

ATON M & ATON M i- SIZE 
517000748
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ATON BASE 2-FIX & ATON BASE 2 FOR ATON 5

ISOFIX GUIDES FIXING BELT

Safe and easy one-click installation without the need for strapping in.

CAR SEATS

CUP HOLDER

Practical cup holder for CYBEX  
car seats (except all infant car seats).

Makes installation easier while protecting  
fabric and leather seats of the car.

Prevents movement of the child seat by  
connecting the headrest with the rear seat.

BASE M FOR ATON M, ATON M i-SIZE AND SIRONA M2 i-SIZE

Safe and easy one-click installation without the need for strapping in.

ATON BASE 2-FIX
 513126002

ATON BASE 2
 513125002

517000752 50054002 511410002

BASE M
 516410004
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Broadening our product portfolio once again, 
CYBEX has developed a range of furniture, in-
spired by clean and minimalist lines. The desire 
was to create a sustainable furniture concept 
that fits the urban spaces of design-conscious 
parents while meeting the needs of babies and 
children. The first collection of its kind sees a 
highchair and bouncer that blend into the mod-
ern home and combine to create stylish, yet 
age-appropriate seating solutions. The 6-in-1 
CYBEX LEMO concept was designed to find a 

place at the table long after your child has out-
grown the need for its support. Simply attach 
the LEMO Bouncer and make your LEMO Chair 
suitable from birth, add your Baby Set and let 
your toddler from 6 months sit with you at the 
table or remove the baby set from approx. 3 
years and adjust the height, depth and footrest 
of your highchair to your child. From approx. 5 
years, remove the footrest and use your LEMO 
Chair for the whole family. The CYBEX furniture 
concept makes your life more convenient!

INTERIOR
The Beauty of Simplicity

133 DESIGN  
 FOR LIFE

134 LEMO CHAIR 
  WOOD

136 LEMO CHAIR

138 WHY  
 LEMO CHAIR

140 LEMO BOUNCER

142 WHY  
 LEMO BOUNCER

144 ACCESSORIES
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CYBEX INTERIOR

0-6 months I  0 -9  kg 6 months -  3  years  I  9  -  15 kg

THE CYBEX 
LEMO CONCEPT

From birth up to approx. 99 years
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3 -  5  years  I  15 -20 kg

DESIGN FOR LIFE
CYBEX LEMO Concept is a complete seat-
ing solution for life designed to match your 
lifestyle. Depending on your child’s age, 
use the matching attachments to help your  
little one feel comfortable. Having guests 
and have a chair short? No problem! 

Thanks to the intuitive and smooth one-hand 
adjustment system, you can easily switch 
the height and depth of your LEMO Chair 
from baby to adult within seconds. A perfect 
solution from birth (with the LEMO Bouncer) 
up to approx. 99 years.

CYBEX INTERIOR

5 -  99 years  I  20 -  95 kg



LEMO CHAIR WOOD

NEW
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LEMO CHAIR WOOD

LEMO CHAIR WOOD
From birth (with Bouncer), from 6 months approx. 9 kg (with Baby Set),  

from 3 years to approx. 99 years (approx. 95 kg)

The 4-in-1 LEMO Chair Wood is a chair for life. The LEMO Bouncer nest 
makes it suitable from birth, at 6 months the LEMO Baby Set turns it into 
a classic highchair and when your child is ready for a chair without at-
tachments, it meets the lifestyle and functional needs of the whole family. 
Growing child, changing needs, ergonomic seating: a smart, one-hand 
adjustment feature offers four depth positions and an individual, quick 
height adjustment of the seat. For fast assembly the LEMO Chair Wood 
requires just four screws so set up is child‘s play. The timeless design, 
crafted from ash wood will create a long lasting impression.

OUTBACK GREEN
518001493

PORCELAINE WHITE
518001499

CANARY YELLOW
518001495

TWILIGHT BLUE
518001497

INFINITY BLACK
518001501

STORM GREY
518002077



LEMO CHAIR

NEW
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LEMO CHAIR

A chair for life. The CYBEX 4-in-1 LEMO Chair offers a sustainable 
choice that grows with your child. Simply use the matching attach-
ments for your child’s age and the LEMO Chair can be used from birth 
up to approx. 99 years. The chair adapts with your growing child and 
their changing needs whilst providing ergonomic seating throughout. 
A smart one-hand adjustment feature allows the choice of four depth 
positions and an individual, quick height adjustment of the seat. Din-
ing room? Patio? Kitchen? The wheels decrease the risk of the high-
chair tipping over and increase your mobility around the house.

LEMO CHAIR
From birth (with Bouncer), from 6 months approx. 9 kg (with Baby Set),  

from 3 years to approx. 99 years (approx. 95 kg)

OUTBACK GREEN
518001473

PORCELAINE WHITE
518001479

CANARY YELLOW
518001475

TWILIGHT BLUE
518001477

INFINITY BLACK
518001481

STORM GREY
518002073
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SECTIONFUNCTIONS LEMO CHAIR

WHY 

LEMO CHAIR WOOD/
LEMO CHAIR?

A smart one-hand adjustment feature allows convenient height and depth adjustments in seconds. 
This ensures optimised ergonomic seating as your child grows and offers a perfect fit for people of 
any age afterwards.

ONE-HAND ADJUSTMENT

Height - Adjustment Depth - Adjustment
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CONTENT

139

FUNCTIONS LEMO CHAIR

Measurements: L 560 mm / W 530 mm / H 820 mm
Materials: Aluminium frame with seat and footrest: LEMO CHAIR WOOD: ash wood; LEMO CHAIR: plastic

2 VERSIONS

LEMO Chair LEMO Chair Wood 
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ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

ONLY 4 SCREWS

Only 4 screws - easy assembly in less than 3 minutes.
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LEMO BOUNCER

NEW
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 LEMO BOUNCER

With the CYBEX LEMO Bouncer, your baby has a seat at the table from day one. This  
innovative 3-in-1 bouncer was designed for use from birth as a stand-alone bouncer with and 
without a harness or attached to the LEMO Chairs, meaning that parents can keep eye contact 
and effortlessly bring their baby to the table. From 6 months up to 3 years the LEMO Bouncer 
can be used without the harness system and is the perfect place for babies to bounce. The 
comfortable bouncer was designed for natural self-bouncing of the baby, perfect for relaxing, 
going to sleep and for fun when the baby is ready to play.

LEMO BOUNCER
With harness: from birth up to 6 month; approx. 9 kg 

without harness: from 6 months up to 3 years/approx. 15 kg

STORM GREY
518001513

PALE BEIGE
518002373
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FUNCTIONS LEMO BOUNCER

WHY 

LEMO BOUNCER?

ACCESSORIES
(p. 144)

This innovative 3-in-1 LEMO bouncer was designed to be used from birth up to 6 months as a 
stand-alone bouncer or attached to the highchair, meaning that parents can keep eye contact and 
effortlessly bring their baby to the table for the perfect feeding position. From 6 months up to 3 years 
the bouncer can be used without a harness system and is the perfect place for babies to bounce.

3-IN-1 BOUNCER
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ADJUSTABLE  
HARNESS

SELF-BOUNCING

The adjustable harness ensures 
the baby’s safety in the bouncer 
from day one. It can be removed 
from approx. 6 months once 
your baby is able to sit.

The comfortable bouncer was 
designed for natural self-bounc-
ing of the baby, perfect for relax-
ing, going to sleep and for fun 
when the baby is ready to play. 
Silicone foot caps prevent from 
tipping over.

ADJUSTABLE 
BACKREST

The adjustable backrest of the 
bouncer offers a sleeping and a 
feeding position, ensuring your  
baby is comfortable whilst sleep-
ing or awake.

           Information: 30° washable fabrics; measurements: L 580 mm / W 400 mm / H 300–420 mm / 3.4 kg

BREATHABLE MESH

For summer days, detach the 
fabric cover of the bouncer to 
reveal a 3D mesh that will keep 
your child cool and continues to 
support ergonomic posture.



This add-on turns the chair into a safe highchair with rounded corners for easy in and out.

LEMO BABY SET

LEMO COMFORT INLAY

The LEMO Comfort Inlay can be used in combination with the LEMO Baby Set and keeps  
newborns in an ergonomic and comfortable position; remove it to create space for larger babies.

For snack time, the dishwasher-safe tray can be placed on the highchair.

LEMO TRAY

ACCESSORIES INTERIOR

INCLUSIVE 

HARNESS-

SYSTEM

OUTBACK 
GREEN 

518001519

CANARY 
YELLOW
518001521

TWILIGHT 
BLUE 

518001523

PORCELAINE 
WHITE

518001525

INFINITY 
BLACK

518001527

STORM  
GREY 

518002081

OUTBACK 
GREEN 

518002010

CANARY 
YELLOW
518002012

TWILIGHT 
BLUE 

518002014

PORCELAINE 
WHITE

518002016

INFINITY 
BLACK

518002018

STORM 
GREY 

518002086

STORM GREY 
518001540

PALE BEIGE
518002380
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